[The progress of research on ginlcgobiobal flavone].
The research on flavonoid in the recent years is extensive, such as Soybeans flavone, Baicalensis flavone, Epimedium flavone. Experiments show the effects of flavonoid is closely related to human health. There are a lot of reports about Ginkcobiobal flavone. In order to make further progress research on ginlcgobiobal flavone, we sum up the articles and reports on ginlcgobiobal flavone in the recent years. To searche the articles about ginlcgobiobal flavone studies in the past five years. Ginlcgobiobal flavone is not only a vasodilator, but also has the effects of anti-inflammation, analgesia, lowering blood lipids, preventing senile and inhibiting tumor, treating leukaemia, regulating gene and biotransformation. Ginlcgobiobal flavone has the potential value for drug research and development.